There has been renewed interest in the role of strategies in sensorimotor learning. The combination of new behavioral methods and computational methods has begun to unravel the interaction between processes related to strategic control and processes related to motor adaptation. These processes may operate on very different error signals. Strategy learning is sensitive to goal-based performance error. In contrast, adaptation is sensitive to prediction errors between the desired and actual consequences of a planned movement. The former guides what the desired movement should be, whereas the latter guides how to implement the desired movement. Whereas traditional approaches have favored serial models in which an initial strategy-based phase gives way to more automatized forms of control, it now seems that strategic and adaptive processes operate with considerable independence throughout learning, although the relative weight given the two processes will shift with changes in performance. As such, skill acquisition involves the synergistic engagement of strategic and adaptive processes.
Introduction
At a high school track meet in 1963, an athlete from Oregon changed the face of high jumping by falling, figuratively and literally, into a new technique. 1 Dick Fosbury had struggled to clear even modest heights using the "Western Roll," the popular technique at the time, in which the athlete extends his chest over the bar. After several embarrassing performances, Fosbury reverted to an antiquated scissors technique in which he simply hurdled sideways over the bar. On one attempt, he leaned back, thrusting his hips over the bar, and landing on his back. Not only did he clear the bar, but with subsequent jumps, he began to exaggerate this technique, fully throwing his back over the bar. By the end of the tournament, he had increased his personal record by half a foot. Although this improvement initially brought him up to the level achieved by top performers who were using the Western Roll, Fosbury went on to refine the technique over subsequent years, with his crowning achievement being a gold medal at the 1968 Olympics in Mexico City. Within a few years, nearly all jumpers had adopted the technique that to this day bears his name, the Fosbury Flop.
Fosbury's success led to a paradigm shift in the high jumping world. The impact of his technique was similar to that observed with other major innovations in high jumping (Fig. 1) . The progression of world records generally shows a cyclical pattern. After the introduction of a new technique, there is a period in which the world record climbs in a steady manner over a relatively short period, followed by a rather lengthy plateau. Indeed, the current plateau of the Fosbury era has lasted since 1993, when Javier Sotomayor of Cuba cleared 2.45 m.
The history of high jumping establishes the theme for this review. When we think about motor skills, we typically focus on the performer's ability to execute a movement: how an exceptional quarterback has a rocket arm, or how the star tennis player gets such extraordinary power on her twohanded backhand. Missing from much of this discussion, however, is the role of insight and strategy. What led Fosbury to try going over the bar backward? How does the application of a cognitive strategy change performance and ultimately affect learning?
Studies of motor learning give little consideration to the role of cognitive strategies, in part because such processes are generally hard to formalize and are often variable. We address this limitation in this review and highlight experimental methods that have sought to directly assess the contribution of cognitive strategies in sensorimotor adaptation. We then discuss how computational models can incorporate such processes, and provide a means to understand quantitatively the contribution of cognitive processes to motor learning.
Stages of learning
Fitts and Posner 2 proposed a model of skill acquisition that centered on three stages. In their nowclassic theory, performance was characterized by three sequential stages, termed the cognitive, associative, and autonomous stages (Fig. 1B) . The cognitive stage marks the period in which the task goals are established and used to determine the appropriate sequence of actions to achieve the desired goal. Learning at this stage generally involves the use of explicit knowledge. For Fosbury, the decision to go over the bar backward would constitute the cognitive stage. Once the action sequence has been determined, the learner enters the associative stage in which attention may be focused on specific details of the sequence, determining the appropriate subparts and transitions. This stage may require some exploration of the solution space, perhaps with one segment being overhauled to ensure that the overall action is executed in a smooth and coordinated manner. Although Fosbury pioneered the idea of leading with his back, other jumpers came along to refine this general strategy and develop the proper foot placement, timing, and body orientation. The final stage of learning is the autonomous stage, the phase in which the action is practiced to hone performance into an automatized routine. For high jumping, we might say that Fosbury and his peers guided a generation of jumpers through cognitive and associative stages. But each of these individuals must put in the countless hours of practice required for elite performance that results from the autonomous stage.
More generally, learning curves across a wide range of tasks show a general shape that conforms to the basic model of Fitts and Posner. 2 There is an initial phase marked by rapid improvements in performance, followed by a more gradual phase in which performance gains accrue much more slowly. Numerous theories have been proposed to account for these functions. 3, 4 In the Fitts and Posner 2 model, the emphasis is on a shift in control in which initial, explicit control gives way to more routinized forms of control. Other models have emphasized that these functions may reflect the parallel operation of multiple processes. Logan 5 introduced a theory in which execution reflected a horse race between an algorithmic, explicit process (akin to the cognitive stage) and a memory-retrieval process. Although both processes were assumed to operate at all stages of performance, a shift in their relative contribution naturally arises over time as the memory base builds up.
Psychological theories such as those of Fitts and Posner 2 or Logan 5 offer a general framework for understanding skill acquisition functions. Similar learning functions are observed in studies of sensorimotor adaptation. This work has spawned a rich computational literature in which performance changes are analyzed from an engineering perspective grounded in ideas related to control systems. However, this new modeling perspective has just begun to address the role of cognitive processes during motor learning, processes that were inherent in the models of Fitts and Posner 2 and Logan. 
Sensorimotor adaptation
A common method to study motor learning is to introduce a perturbation into the experimental context. Participants must learn to compensate for these perturbations to re-achieve a high level of performance. The perturbation introduces an error between a motor command and a desired outcome. This error signal serves as input used to update an internal model, a mapping between a desired goal and the motor response necessary to achieve that goal ( Fig. 2A) . In this manner, the mapping is refined to adjust the motor commands. In general, the goal is assumed to remain constant; for example, the high jumper always wants to clear the bar. Failure to achieve this goal may lead to changes in performance, such as a modification in the takeoff angle or timing of the initial thrust.
A wide range of experimental paradigms has been employed to study sensorimotor adaptation. One popular task involves a visuomotor rotation in which the visual feedback indicating hand position is perturbed (Fig. 2B) . Visuomotor adaptations are common in everyday life. For example, using a computer mouse requires learning the mapping between the hand-held device and the position of a cursor on a computer screen. In the experimental context, this mapping can be perturbed. In many studies the input-output relationship between a device such as a mouse or joystick is altered. In other conditions, participants make reaching movements in which the hand is not visible, and a cursor is used to provide feedback. The natural mapping between the hand and space is distorted. In a visuomotor rotation, feedback of the hand position is adjusted in a rotational manner. The rotations typically take on values ranging between 30
• and 60
• . [6] [7] [8] [9] This task is nicely situated to examine the interaction of action selection and motor execution.
Participants readily adapt to visual perturbations, showing a reduction in target errors with training. Adaptation proceeds in a gradual manner, in which the learning function typically conforms to an exponentially decaying function. This pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that an error signal is used to continuously adjust the visuomotor mapping, with the magnitude of the change proportional to the error. Thus, large errors observed early in training produce relatively large changes in performance compared to the effects of small changes that occur late in training. After training, the visuomotor rotation is removed and the original environment is reinstated. This induces a pronounced aftereffect with errors now occurring in the opposite direction of the initial distortion. If feedback is provided, the learning process is repeated to "wash out" the effects of the altered sensorimotor mapping and restore the original mapping. The presence of an aftereffect is considered the hallmark of true adaptation. Performance gains (e.g., reduced error) are also possible from the implementation of a strategy or a change in the selected action; however, in either case, an aftereffect should either be absent or diminish rapidly. The term "motor learning" generally encompasses changes that may entail a combination of the alteration of a sensorimotor map from adaptation and performance gains resulting from other, nonadaptive processes.
Movement strategies
In the typical visuomotor adaptation study, the perturbation is suddenly introduced after a baseline period of training. On the first trial, the participant will be surprised to see a large error. For example, if feedback is only presented at the endpoint of the movement, the participant suddenly sees feedback indicating an error of 30
• . Although one trial may be written off as a chance event, the repetition of this error with subsequent trials leads many participants to become aware that the environment has been perturbed. This awareness suggests an alternative account of visuomotor adaptation: the participant may adopt a strategy to aim their movement in the direction opposite the rotation.
It is generally assumed that strategy-based learning is not a major contributing factor in visuomotor adaptation. First, the learning function during the washout period is similar in form, albeit with a steeper learning rate, than that observed during the initial learning phase. If the participant were employing a strategy, one would expect washout to occur in a more or less categorical manner. That is, the participant could simply choose to not apply the strategy to again establish the normal sensorimotor mapping. Nonetheless, although learning may involve more than the instantiation of a strategy, it is important to recognize that there may be a contribution to performance from strategic processes.
More importantly, it is important to consider how a strategy, if employed, influences processes involved in sensorimotor adaptation.
As an everyday example, consider how people adjust their behavior when riding on a crowded city bus. If forced to stand, one might cocontract the leg muscles to increase stiffness, making the legs (and person) resistant to small and unexpected changes in acceleration. Although this strategy can be effective, it is energetically wasteful. An alternative, more adaptive procedure is for the motor system to predict upcoming perturbations. Suppose both processes are operative. How does the utilization of the cocontraction strategy influence motor adaptation? If we assume the input to the adaptation system is a motor error, the adaptation system may work in a suboptimal manner because the motor error is significantly reduced by cocontraction. Is the adaptation system able to incorporate information about the level of cocontraction in its computations? Or does this system operate in a modular manner, ignorant of the context created by the decision of the person to stiffen the limbs?
One approach to exploring these questions is to compare conditions in which participants are either aware or unaware of an experimentally induced perturbation. 10, 11 As noted above, in the standard visuomotor adaptation task, a large rotation is abruptly imposed. This produces both a large error signal and, in many situations, creates a situation in which the participants are aware that the environment has been altered. Alternatively, the perturbation can be introduced in small increments, such as 1
• every 10 trials, with the full 90
• rotation only achieved after 300 trials (Fig. 3A) . Under these conditions, participants generally have no awareness of the perturbation because the induced visual error is within the bounds of the variability associated with the motor system. Adaptation occurs in a continuous manner under these conditions, preventing the small errors from accumulating to a level that is noticeable (Fig. 3B) . By the end of training, the performance of the participants is similar. However, when the rotation is switched off, the aftereffect is generally smaller for participants in the abrupt condition. 10 Moreover, when participants gain knowledge of the rotation through self-inference or instruction, performance is associated with large trial-by-trial variance and longer reaction times, at least in the early stages of adaptation.
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Figure 3. (A) A 90
• visuomotor rotation can be introduced in a single step (thick line) or gradually across multiple steps (thin line). (B) Curvature of trajectories as measured by root mean square error (RMSE) when online feedback is available for the abrupt (thick) and gradual (thin) conditions. By the end of training, the degree of error is similar for the two conditions. Adapted from Kagerer et al. 10 These features suggest that the participants' awareness of the perturbation in the abrupt condition may alter their performance. Some participants may opt to test strategies to offset the large error observed after the onset of the rotation, 15 although the use of such strategies is likely to be highly idiosyncratic across individuals, as well as variable across trials for a given individual. Consistent with a strategy-use hypothesis is the observation that participants with higher spatial working memory capacity tend to exhibit faster rates of adaptation. 16 Verbal working memory has also been linked to motor adaptation. When sequentially trained with two different sensorimotor mappings, a subsequent verbal learning task only disrupted the memory of the most recent mapping. 17 Interestingly, this effect was not observed when the verbal task did not involve learning (e.g., vowel counting), suggesting that the point of overlap was within processes associated with learning per se. The specificity here may reflect interference with a verbal strategy (e.g., "On the next trial, I will push to the left").
Dual-task manipulations have offered an indirect method for assessing strategic contributions to motor learning. The underlying logic is that the cognitive requirements for maintaining and implementing a strategy would be taxed by a concurrent secondary task. Indeed, when a secondary task is performed concurrently with a sensorimotor adaptation task, performance gains during training are reduced. [18] [19] [20] [21] Interestingly, even seemingly automatic processes, such as learning a new spatiotemporal walking pattern, are affected by dual-task interference. 22 Moreover, the effects of dual-task interference are not limited to conditions in which the participants are aware of the sensorimotor perturbation. 21 Thus, dual-task costs may be unrelated to the deployment of strategic processes. Instead, the interference may result from other shared stages of processing such as the sensory processing requirements for the primary and secondary tasks.
Direct interaction of action selection and motor adaptation
In most experimental paradigms, the use of a strategy during motor learning is the prerogative of the participant; the experimenter can only infer strategy use from the behavior. Mazzoni and Krakauer 23 introduced a novel method to directly address the effect of strategy use on visuomotor adaptation. The workspace consisted of a display of eight visual landmarks, spaced 45
• apart. On each trial, a visual target appeared at one of the landmarks. Participants were initially trained to reach directly to the target. After this baseline phase, a 45
• counterclockwise rotation was introduced (Fig. 4A ) and large visual errors were experienced for two trials. The experimenter then instructed the participant to use a strategy to counteract the rotation, aiming 45
• in the clockwise direction to the neighboring landmark (Fig. 4B) . The strategy was immediately effective, counteracting the visual error. Surprisingly, as training continued, performance deteriorated: the movement endpoints drifted over trials in the direction of the strategy. That is, the heading angles were greater than the instructed 45
• (Fig. 4C) . Thus, the participants' performance became worse with increasing practice (Fig. 4D) .
What can account for this puzzling effect? Why would the system continue to change despite good on-target performance? Mazzoni and Krakauer 23 proposed that this phenomenon reflected the ongoing operation of an implicit motor adaptation system. Importantly, the error signal used for adaptation is based on the difference between the desired aiming location and the visual feedback of the cursor. That is, the adaptation process does not take into account the difference between the movement goal (e.g., the target) and movement feedback, despite the fact that this information defines task success. As emphasized by Mazzoni and Krakauer, 23 the drift phenomenon provides strong evidence that sensorimotor adaptation processes are segregated from goal-based movement strategies.
We set out to further explore the interaction, or lack thereof, between strategic and adaptation processes. In their original study, Mazzoni and Krakauer 23 limited training to 80 trials, and at the end of this period, the endpoint error had increased to over 25
• , presumably because the adaptation system continued to compensate for the mismatch between the aiming location and the feedback location. Would this process continue to operate until the error was eliminated, resulting in an observed endpoint error of 45
• ? To test this, we quadrupled the training period to 320 trials. 24 With this extended training, the basic drift effect was observed over the first part of the training period, followed by To quantify this nonmonotonic behavior, we developed a novel state space model to capture trialby-trial changes in performance. 24 The key idea in the model is that the output is the result of two learning processes, one associated with movement execution and the other with action planning. Moreover, these two processes use distinct error signals. First, the difference between the desired movement and the actual outcome, what we call aiming error, is used by the adaptation system to recalibrate an internal model. This component is similar to standard state space models of sensorimotor adaptation. [25] [26] [27] However, in most studies, the desired movement is usually directed at the target; in the strategy-use variant, the desired movement is now directed at an aiming location. Second, the difference between the target and feedback location defines a target error, a signal that is used to adjust the movement strategy (Fig. 5A) .
By simulating the parallel operation of these two processes, the model produces an excellent match to the function produced by our participants. Implementing a strategy immediately offsets the rotation. Over time, the target error increases, drifting in the direction of the strategy, and then the function reverses to stabilize on correct performance (Fig. 5B) . Importantly, the model does not entail any sort of "stages" in which control shifts between "strategy-based" and "adaptation-based" phases. Rather, both processes are always functional. Drift is prominent during the early phase of the training period after strategy implementation because the aiming error is large and target error is small. This results in large changes in the adaptation system and small adjustments of the strategy. As target error becomes large, strategy adjustments become more prominent. Importantly, even when performance stabilizes with minimal target error, the two processes continue to operate, achieving a stable tension. This tension is evident in the aftereffect observed when the rotation is removed and participants are told to stop using the strategy.
In addition to highlighting the parallel operation of two learning processes, the model also provides a fresh take on how strategic and adaptation processes interact. Consistent with the conjecture of Mazzoni and Krakauer, 23 the implicit adaptation system appears to be completely isolated from the strategy. The aiming error signal that is used to recalibrate this system to ensure accurate movement execution is based on the difference between the predicted and actual movement outcome; this signal does not incorporate the participant's strategy, leading to the paradoxical drift phenomenon. In contrast, the strategy is adjusted by an error signal that reflects the movement goal, which is defined as the difference between where the target is located and where the movement ended. Learning within this system modifies a representation relevant for action planning, focused on ensuring that the outcome of the action achieves the desired goal.
Although the adaptation system is modular in that it does not take into account the strategy (e.g., recognize that the feedback may be displaced because of a strategy adopted to negate a rotation), the impact of the adaptation system on strategy adjustment is unclear. In our model, the strategic process only has access to target error, the difference between the goal and the feedback; it does not have access to changes arising from adaptation. Thus, the influence is indirect.
As reviewed above, certain features of performance-slower RTs, increased variability, and smaller aftereffects-have led to the inference that participants may adopt a strategy to offset a large perturbation in visuomotor adaptation tasks. However, none of these studies has reported the drift phenomenon. This is puzzling if one assumes that by adopting a strategy (e.g., "aim in clockwise direction of target), a mismatch is created between the aiming location and the feedback location. Why should the explicit instruction in the use of a strategy produce drift, whereas self-discovery by the participant does not?
The answer seems to be because of a second important methodological difference between these standard visuomotor adaptation tasks and the variant introduced by Mazzoni and Krakauer. 23 The latter included visible landmarks spaced every 45
• to provide a reference point for the strategy. In the standard task, these landmarks are absent; participants only see a stimulus at the target location. We propose that the landmarks serve as a proxy for the predicted location of the movement. That is, even though the adaptation system uses an error based on the difference between the predicted and actual movement, the landmarks provide a salient referent for the predicted movement location. When these landmarks are absent, the participant's sense of the predicted movement (e.g., 45
• clockwise from the target) is likely uncertain, and thus the weighting given to the aiming error term is attenuated. We tested this idea by comparing conditions in which the landmarks were always present, disappeared at movement initiation, or were never presented (Figs. 5C and D) . Consistent with the certainty hypothesis, the degree of drift was attenuated as uncertainty increased. 24 Indeed, when the landmarks were never present, drift was minimal throughout the training block.
Reward-based learning and error-based adaptation
Although our modeling work entails two error terms, error-based learning may not be the most appropriate way to characterize the strategy adjustment process. Rather, learning within the strategic process, with its emphasis on the movement goal, may be better described in terms of models of reinforcement learning. These models are designed to account for how organisms explore different regions of a strategy space, attempting to identify the action policy that results in the largest reward. In our task, a shift in policy might occur when the rise in target error because of adaptation becomes too large. That is, when a chosen action fails to achieve the predicted reward, a new strategy might be adopted. In our study, only a few of the participants exhibited categorical-like changes in performance. For these participants, we observed abrupt reductions in target error, suggesting that the participant either stopped using the strategy or made a categorical change in their strategy (e.g., switched from aiming to a landmark to a position between two landmarks). For the other participants, the data suggest a more gradual change in the strategy with incremental changes that eventually led to movement success.
The relationship between reinforcement learning and sensorimotor adaptation was highlighted in a recent study in which participants were only provided with categorical feedback when learning a rotation. 28 In this format, the participants were not given visual feedback of their movement endpoint, but instead observed an explosion of the target on successful trials, those in which the hand passed within a criterion window. Compared to standard adaptation tasks, learning here was characterized by a dramatic increase in trial-by-trial variance, limited generalization to untrained movements, and reduced sensorimotor remapping. Furthermore, the learning function could be accounted for by a reward-based learning model in which action policies (aiming direction) were adjusted to maximize the rate of reward. Similar to the instructed strategy tasks, the Izawa and Shadmehr 28 study also suggests that motor learning may be composed of (at least) two processes: a reward-based action-selection process and an error-based adaptation process.
The form and certainty of the visual feedback influences the form of the representational changes associated with the performance changes. Aftereffects are larger when the feedback is continuous during adaptation, compared to conditions in which only endpoint feedback or knowledge of performance is provided. [29] [30] [31] Continuous visual feedback provides more salient spatiotemporal feedback of the relationship between the movement and feedback. As such, the information is more reliable, with a tight covariance between motor commands and their outcome. Increasing this covariance seems to facilitate adaptation as evident by the larger aftereffect. Conversely, decreasing this covariance promotes learning via strategic processes, evident in the attenuated aftereffect. Indeed, in their computational model, Izawa and Shadmehr 28 show how the uncertainty of visual feedback can distribute learning across adaptation or action-selection processes. As in our model, both processes seem to operate in parallel.
Movement errors have been thought to provide a signal that is used to incrementally update an internal model, one that predicts the consequences of motor commands given the dynamics of the environment. Generalization, in which movements to novel directions or in novel contexts show effects of learning, have been taken as evidence of the presence of an internal model for motor control. However, motor learning can arise by reinforcement, simply relating the success or failure of an executed movement. This form of learning has been called "modelfree" because the feedback does not guide formation of an internal model of task dynamics, but rather only the value of potential actions or movements. 32 Model-free learning can also arise from pure repetition, 32, 33 or what has been called use-dependent plasticity. 34 The work on model-based and modelfree learning again emphasizes that motor learning is a composite term.
Neural systems subserving action selection and motor execution
This two-process interpretation may also provide a new perspective for understanding the consequences of neural pathology on specific learning processes. Consider the effects of cerebellar damage on sensorimotor control and adaptation. Numerous studies have shown that patients with cerebellar ataxia show attenuated adaptation. These findings have been assumed to reflect the operation of a compromised learning system. [35] [36] [37] Alternatively, the patients' performance may reflect the implementation of a compensatory process, one in which they have come to rely on alternative forms of control. Lang and Bastian 38 observed that patients with cerebellar damage performed surprisingly well when asked to make rapid complex drawing movements, reaching a performance level comparable to that of control participants. However, when the drawing task was performed concurrently with a secondary task, their performance was markedly reduced. These results suggest that the patients may have relied on a strategy-based control system, one that was taxed by the inclusion of the secondary task.
We directly addressed this question by providing an explicit strategy to a group of individuals with bilateral cerebellar degeneration who were presented with a visuomotor rotation. 39 The patients had no difficulty implementing the strategy and were successful in immediately counteracting a 45
• rotation. However, in comparison to control participants, the patients exhibited attenuated drift; their performance remained accurate across the training block. These results indicate that patients with cerebellar degeneration can use a strategy, and in fact, their use of a strategy remains stable because it is not disrupted by the operation of the adaptation system.
Our results are consistent with prior work showing that patients with cerebellar damage are impaired in sensorimotor adaptation. 35, 36, 40 It is interesting to ask why these individuals do not generate compensatory strategies in tasks using standard adaptation tasks. That is, if the error signal remains stable over trials (because of an impaired learning mechanism), why don't the patients come up with a strategy, given that they have little difficulty using one when given explicit instructions? It is possible that although the adaptation process is isolated from strategies, the reverse may not be true; adaptation processes may inform strategic processes. For example, visuomotor rotations create a complex pattern of errors. The adaptation system may aid in the formation of a movement strategy by providing detailed error information. Without this information, it may be difficult to generate a successful strategy because the strategy is designed to overcome these errors.
By this view, damage to the cerebellum may not only disrupt sensorimotor adaptation, but may also disrupt the generation of cognitive strategies. This hypothesis may also help to explain why patients with cerebellar degeneration show a greater impairment in learning to compensate for an abrupt, and large, force field perturbation, compared to when the perturbation is introduced gradually. 37 When errors are large, the cerebellum may work in concert with frontal areas to aid in an action-selection process required for the generation of a movement strategy. 41, 42 Extensive reciprocal connections between the cerebellum and prefrontal cortex (PFC) are suggestive of a coordinated network that can integrate motor and cognitive processes.
Lesions of PFC, either virtually with transcranial magnetic stimulation or from naturally occurring lesions, can disrupt performance on sensorimotor learning tasks. 43 Patients with PFC lesions exhibit pronounced deficits in visuomotor adaptation. [44] [45] [46] Interestingly, these patients have difficulty describing the perturbation, or when aware of it, have difficulty reporting what action would be required to compensate for the perturbation. 44, 45 In a similar vein, older adults show a slower rate of adaptation compared to younger individuals, 47 a deficit that is attenuated in older adults who are able to explicitly describe the perturbation. 48 Thus, this deficit may, in part, be related to a problem in generating strategies for motor adaptation.
Generating a movement strategy
At present, considerable progress has been made in the development of computational models that describe sensorimotor adaptation. In contrast, we know little about the process of strategy development. What sources of information are used to generate and modify strategies? What are the dynamics of strategy change? Are there signals inherent in action or task-dependent variables that help define the solution space? What drove Fosbury to lean back when he reverted to the scissors technique? His willingness to break with the conventions of his day may have been fueled by the fact that the landing pit was now filled with shock absorbent foam rather than sawdust and wood chips. With softer materials, jumpers no longer had to worry about landing on their feet or hands.
To fully understand strategy development and change, it will be necessary to characterize the inputs to the strategy process. Popular tasks for studying action selection, such as the n-bandit task, are generally limited to a small, fixed set of discrete actions. This limits the search space to a finite set of actionoutcome alternatives. In motor control, the search space is continuous and in some sense nearly infinite. It is also unclear if reward is the driving input for the strategy system. Reward in many contexts is discrete-a choice was either correct or incorrect. However, actions, especially when they involve complex sequences of movements, are much more varied. How would reward signals be used to train a strategic process with a nearly infinite action space? A reasonable experimental approach will require a more constrained situation, tasks in which there is a relatively limited set of potential actions to isolate the inputs and characterize the time course of the strategic process.
Work along these lines could provide a new perspective for understanding not only strategy change, but spontaneous strategy development. 49 Considerable research has been devoted to understanding the processes underlying spontaneous insight in problem-solving tasks. 50, 51 Borrowing techniques from the insight literature may offer clues to strategy development in the motor domain and help us understand progress in human performance. As shown in Figure 1 , the world record in high jumping has not budged since 1993. Although we may see a new leaper perfect the Fosbury Flop and produce an incremental change in the record, the next ascent of the bar is likely to require the discovery of a radically new technique.
